Travel Directions from the major ferry ports to Chale Bay Farm
The following sets of directions are efficient routes from the major ferry ports to Chale Bay Farm. If you are
using a SatNav then set it to go to PO38 2JF (or if you don’t have postcode lookup, search for Military Road
and the Junction with Church Place in Chale). SatNav routes are typically longer than the routes below.

From Fishbourne (Wightlink from Portsmouth)
Exit the ferry port, turning right into the access road, Fishbourne Lane and proceed to the traffic lights. Turn
right onto the A3054 towards Newport. Passing Wooton Bridge turn left at the traffic lights at the top of the
hill (Cedar Pub junction) into Station Road signposted Sandown (A3055) [SatNav is quite likely to take you
towards Newport joining up with the route from Cowes below]. Shortly, at the mini roundabout, turn left into
Briddlesford Road and continue until you reach the mini roundabout at the entrance to Robin Hill; passing the
entrance to Robin Hill take the second exit (straight across) the mini roundabout into Downend Road; at the
traffic lights by the Hare and Hound pub proceed straight ahead. Reaching the T junction on a sweeping bend
turn right onto A3056, signposted Newport and Merstone; Promptly after the road bends sharply right at 90
degrees, turn left signposted Merstone. Pass through Merstone and follow the road to the next T junction.
Turn left and then promptly right onto Chequers Inn Road (signposted Chale). Follow the bends of this road til
you reach a T junction at the Chequers Inn and turn left onto the main road. Follow the road towards
Niton/Chale; at the bottom of a hill with sweeping left hand bend, turn right into Appleford Road towards
Chale; Follow this road for quite some distance continuing straight through Chale Green until you reach Chale
and the T Junction with Blythe Shute/Military Road by the Church; turn right and Chale Bay Farm is approx 100
yards on your left.

From Cowes (Red Funnel from Southampton)
Exit the ferry port and East Cows via Well Road, York Avenue and into Whippingham Road/A3021; a little way
past Osborne House, turn right at the roundabout onto the A3054 towards Newport; at Newport keep left at
the major roundabout complex and exit on the A3020 towards Sandown [SatNav is quite likely to take you into
the town centre and out towards Carisbrooke]; Passing Scatts store, turn right at the Blackwater Junction onto
the A3020 towards Ventor/Niton; as you reach the village green at Rookley turn right towards Niton/Chale; at
the bottom of a hill with sweeping left hand bend, turn right into Appleford Road towards Chale; Follow this
road for quite some distance continuing straight through Chale Green until you reach Chale and the T Junction
with Blythe Shute/Military Road by the Church; turn right and Chale Bay Farm is approx 100 yards on your left.

From Yarmouth (Wightlink from Lymington)
Exit the Ferry Port and turn westwards on the A3054 towards Totland/Freshwater; At the top of a hill as the
main road bends right take the left turn into Pixley Hill [SatNav is quite likely to keep you on the main road
which takes you two sides of a triangle]. Follow the road until you reach a mini roundabout by a Cooperative
store and bear left onto Affton Road (A3055); continue to Freshwater Bay where a left turn takes you onto the
Coastal stretch of the A3055, Military Road. Follow the Military Road for approx 10 Miles. As you approach
Chale, Chale Bay Farm is on your right approx 100 yards before you reach the Church.
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